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Speaker | Entrepreneur | Human Development Investigator

An organization is only as strong as the people who make it.

Developing your staff to reach their optimal potential is a business-critical endeavor for any

company- no matter its size. 

The truth is- more often than not, the “tried and true” methods for team development historically fall

short of expectations and projections. Leadership training, team-building activities, and other formal

avenues for employee development are relics of the past, and rarely result in the desired ROI. 

But today, new research is unearthing a key to achieving optimal team building- and it all lies in a

burgeoning concept built off 60 years of academic research known as “Adult Development Theory”

that we’ve interpreted for application at work.

After utilizing this theory within my own company to generate results that wildly outpaced our

internal expectations, I am now on a mission to bring the incredible findings within Adult

Development Theory to more companies around the globe and show them how to apply this

revolutionary technology to the specifics of their business. 

Ultimately, a business can only prosper when its employees are given the space, the freedom, and

the tools to fulfill their greatest ambitions. Adult Development Theory brings the best of our human

potential to our work, and I am here to show you how to unlock and apply the theory’s most

valuable secrets. 
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Adult Development Theory

While many of us are aware of the concept of child

development theory- where children pass through

multiple rounds of predictable stages on their journey

into adulthood, adult development theory extends the

concept as we mature throughout our adult lives. 

What is Adult Development Theory at Work?
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In child development theory, children pass through

predictable stages of development. Each stage has

different development traits such as object

permanence (the inability to know if an object is still

there even if it can no longer be seen.) This is the

reason why a six-month-old loves the game of peek-a-

boo whereas a 6-year-old would look at you strangely

if you attempted to engage them in a game of peek-a-

boo because they have developed an awareness that

you have not magically disappeared. The 6-year-old is

at a different developmental stage than the 6-month-

old. 

Adults go through predictable stages of development

too, and we can harness the knowledge of these

stages to assist in our own growth!

It is a groundbreaking new development in corporate psychology based on 60 years of research
of two correlating concepts: Adult Development Theory and Ego Development Theory. 



Adults Pass Through Predictable Stages Called “Ego Development" 

Ego Development Theory

Pioneered by the incredible work of

development psychologist Jane Loevinger and

extended by Dr. Susanne Cook-Greuter, this

research shows that each stage of

development we pass through as adults

undergoes different characteristic traits,

strengths, fears, and ways of finding meaning

within the world. Would you say that your

values, perspectives, and what you care about

are different today than 15 years ago? Odds are

they are, and the reason you see the world

differently today than before has been codified

and made predictable through the work of

Ego Development Theory.

By putting together these two concepts

we can create a predictable way to make

meaning of the actions and motivators of

people that once seemed chaotic and

random.

 What people do is not as important as

WHY they do what they do. This work is

designed to help you understand “the

why” so you can increase the

predictability of your team’s actions,

drive results, and make sense of chaos to

better connect and influence others.



Through a series of our research-based, engaging presentations- you will discover how to apply this

research to utilize the best of your employee’s humanity and potential- increasing your team’s sense

of purpose and satisfaction while also building greater profit avenues for your business through a

deeper understanding of these three core interrelated components:

By cultivating a deeper understanding of these core building blocks, I will show you how to use Adult

Development Theory to maximize the human-centered motivation centers of your employee and

guide them to a greater sense of identity, productivity, and satisfaction. 

DOING: How do we take action? 
         -How do your employees view the PURPOSE of their work? 

         -What do your employees need to take action EFFECTIVELY? 

         -What goals truly MOTIVATE your employees from a human-driven perspective? 

 

 

 

 
 

BEING: What emotional components drive us? 
          -What does being a part of your organization MEAN to your employees? 

         -How does your employees feel about the work they are doing?
 

 

 
THINKING: What perspective does your employees have of

themselves within your organization? 
          -How does your employee view their own sense of self within their role, within

           the company, and within a larger world view or philosophy? 

Program Methodology

2.

3.

1.
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Creating the Ultimate Work Environment 
Unlocking Your Potential at Each Stage of Adult Development

Every one of your individual team members is currently undergoing a separate and distinct stage of

their adult development. As a leader, your ability to decipher and empathize with the specificities

and intricacies of these stages will help you and your team understand how each individual reacts to

the world around them and how these reactions drive every action we take professionally. 

The work of understanding these stages of Adult Development will create a roadmap for your own

growth and for those around you as each stage comes with common pitfalls and traps to avoid, but

also opportunities to utilize. 

Understanding these stages will assist in creating a culture of transparency which will inevitably lead

to deeper relationships and a higher quality of collaboration organization-wide. 

ALL STAFF TRAINING

Craft a deeper understanding of the

characteristics, traits, strengths, fears,

and world-views as an adult progresses

through four specific stages of Adult

Development: The Self Protective

Opportunist, The Team Player, The

Expert, and The Achiever. 

Learn how to leverage each stage of

development so that you can avoid

common traps and take advantage of

each opportunity to build increased

communication, efficacy, transparency,

and profit. 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES



Unlocking the Power of Your Employees
How to Lead At Each Development Stage of Your Team at Work

When your organization invests in the growth of your team members, those team members will re-

invest that growth back into your company. The key is optimizing that growth by tapping into your

employee’s human potential.

To do this, we must first understand thoroughly the stages our employees are currently undergoing

so as to better connect, influence, and lead them in achieving their aims and aspirations. 

What if you could understand more fully the actions and decisions your employees make?

When motivation runs dry, how do we find new avenues to inspire and lead our teams?

What if the inner lives of our employees could no longer seem so distant and mysterious?

By utilizing the methodology of Adult Development Theory, you will be able to better manage the

common pitfalls of leadership and motivate your employees effectively, organically, and consistently. 

LEADERSHIP TEAM ONLY
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

Gain a new worldview for understanding your
employees by deciphering the stages of their
development through the use of Adult
Development Theory.

Discover the unique strengths and values each
stage of Adult Development Theory brings.

Uncover common traps and pitfalls and build
techniques to avoid their negative consequences.

Build a system of corporate actions customized to
your team that can be immediately and repeatedly
implemented to drive key outcomes such as
improved retention, communication, and trust. 



Get in the Bunker 
Unlocking a Simple Way to Create Successful Teams by Unifying All

The Stages Most Represented at Work

Success in business is not about what stands in front of you, it’s about who stands beside you. This

workshop will re-motivate your team and re-orient them towards tangible avenues of success as you

work together to re-forge professional bonds and come together to form a stronger unit. 

By uniting all the stages of Adult Development Theory, Get In the Bunker utilizes a unique procedure

designed to break down communication silos and build emotionally stronger and more connected

teams. 

         

By getting “in the bunker” together, you will learn how to leverage the “Us vs. Them” mentality for the

good of your business and how to dissolve complacency, joy-stealing, and lack of motivation

throughout your team. 

            From a corporate standpoint, we look for events that give lots of value, not just

motivation. Arel Moodie did an incredible job of delivering great content. Arel Moodie is an

incredible speaker with a great powerful message and he got the crowd inspired. 

 

                                                              

ALL STAFF TRAINING
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

How perspective makes or break a team.

The two crucial elements required to thrive in today’s

workplace culture and how to integrate these

takeaways in a surprisingly simple and effective way.

How to build stronger channels of communication to

create the ultimate team environment. 

 Brian Tippens, Chief Diversity Officer



Strengthening Through Diversity
How to Create a Sense of Belonging Through Unlocking Adult

Development Theory for DEI

Some within the corporate sphere look at DEI initiatives as the key to unlocking your company’s future

potential and a way to build a stronger enterprise by including the diversity of ideas, backgrounds, and

talents that reflects our world at large. However, others tragically look at DEI as a tension point. 

Why create division around what should be a universally celebrated goal of building diverse teams and

structures? What is threatening about investing in teams that looks like the world we live in today? 

In the presentation, we will look at the reason why some reject the viewpoints of others and how

approaching the topic of DEI through the lens of adult development theory is the solution to bridging gaps

and building connections throughout your company. 

Our deepest core beliefs often remain in our subconscious until they are stress tested and brought to the

surface. Adult Development Theory gives us a crystal ball into the mindset and beliefs that guide an

individual’s decision and therefore is a critical component of building unification, diversity, and inclusion

company-wide (without alienating anyone). 

Arel brought arguably the best value of the entire

year as a speaker on diversity and inclusion. His

straightforward-style, highly actionable tips, and

unique ability to create an atmosphere of openness

left the audience amazed and inspired. Diversity in

business has never been more important, and Arel

is your go-to guide!

ALL STAFF TRAINING
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

Why certain behaviors and language surrounding

race, though often well-intention, are actually

harmful and what to do instead.

Why taking an individual approach rather than a

systemic approach can backfire.

How to move beyond “authenticity” when it

comes to DEI and instead create “credibility”.

How “Culture Blindness” is similar to “Odor

Blindness” and how this can help us see

perceived societal norms in a new way. 

How to approach the topic of DEI without

anyone feeling vilified, and all feeling uplifted.

Peter Kozodoy
EO Learning Chair

Award-Winning Author of Honest to Greatness



These presentations are specifically designed to help your group become more self-aware of what

stage of adult development theory they are currently undergoing as well as build more empathy for

what stage their colleagues may be going through so they can develop at the highest level. 

Understanding these critical stages of development will work to create an environment where your

team members can feel safe to flourish, grow, and collaborate by building a deeper perspective on

one another’s individual journey. 

Our mission is to help your company create the “Ultimate Work Environment”; a space where your

team can safely be challenged to reach their maximum potential due to enhanced trust, empathy,

and communication. 

CONTACT

From high-energy conference kick-offs to

motivating closing keynotes, we customize our

presentation specifically to your audience, event,

and desired outcomes. Our presentations are

designed to be integrated at conferences, annual

events, association meetings, and leadership

forums. 

OVERALL OUTCOME

We are so excited to share these culture-shifting

presentations with you and your team as we work

together to educate, energize, and drive results for

your company. 

To determine availability and receive a customized

proposal, please contact our event planner Bree Myers at

bree@arelmoodie.com or call (877) 803- 4221 Ext 700. 

Adult Development Theory is more than just a breakthrough in

your company’s efficiency, it’s the key to a new worldview that

will take your organization to new heights of purpose,

meaning, and potential! 
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We are always seeking presenters for our employees who can provide new learning

opportunities. We engaged Arel Moodie to help us with this. Not only did he deliver, but the CCA

staff are continuing to use his model on a daily basis. The sense of hope and positivity he

imparted were truly essential for our agency’s well-being!

Arel Moodie is a best-selling author and executive coach who has spoken to over

750,000 people throughout 48 states and 5 countries. Arel is a speaker, entrepreneur,

bestselling author, and “human development investigator” who has extensively studied

the intricacies of human dynamics and relationships. Arel has been invited to speak at

the White House twice, the TEDx stage three times and has been featured in The New

York Times, Inc. Magazine, Essence, USA Today, Forbes, Black Enterprise, Huffington

Post, and has been a contributor to the television program The Doctors. 

His podcast, has reached millions of listeners throughout 178 countries and was the

Number 1 career podcast on Apple Podcasts. 

Tina Zerbian,
CEO of Connecting Communities in Action


